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Ok just a quick summary to add to the agenda. Here is the feedback from the 
Tour incentive questionnaire there were 4 responses Lance, Nigel, Chris and 
myself. 
  
With respect to the support NZDG can offer players by way of incentive to 
compete here are some of the ideas. 
  
1)      NZDG assists with the travel and accommodation to send 1 man and 1 
woman to Aussie Open, this is a reward for nominated players and will be a 
determined by a balanced scorecard approach as opposed to the ‘Best player’ 
Scorecard yet to be determined. Approximate spend by NZDG $1000 this 
equates to about 36% of our tournament levies for the year. 
 
2)      NZDG to refund some, or all of the tournament entry fees paid by the top 16 
players, as a reward NOT for making the top 16, but for playing in the Matchplay 
Champs, regardless of final position. This would greatly incentivise players to 
attend 5 tournaments, and to make the top 16. (If top 16 played an average of 7 
events this would equate to $784 or 28% of our tournament levies for the year. 
 
3)      NZDG to provide ‘Bring em’ vouchers to the top 20 players on the tour, this 
would reward players who make the top 20 and also encourage the players to 
bring new people to events. Each ‘Bring em’ voucher equates to a tournament 
entry and is used only when a new player is introduced to an event. The top 5 
would get 4, next 5, 3 then 2 and 1. This would mean we would issue 50 
vouchers equating to $350 entry levies. There is no loss of revenue as these are 
only used with another unique entry. 
 
4)      NZDG sells Bag tags to the top 100 players or whoever wants to buy them for 
$15 and special bag tags 1-16 are to be given out to the top players on tour at 
the yearend, these are free to the players and are to be kept unlike the bag tags 
that move with challenges. I would assume this will generate income for NZDG if 
there is a decent buy in. 
  
We could choose to adopt a number of these. 


